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Even after all the campaign carnage, Hillary is still
going to get to be Secretary of State. Wow.

Pirates with built-in floatation devices.
What’ll they think of next?

Yiff Yiff Yiff Yiff Yiff!

[Neo] “Tank, load the renfaire program”
<%SYSTEM-W-MLOAD: “TRF”; loaded>
[Trinity] “This sucks!”
[Neo] “No, a better one, dammit!”
…
[Tank] “I’m looking, I’m looking!”

It’s an established fact that people end up as participants at
TRF in an infinite number of ways. Some are attracted to the
lifestyle of being a Rennie and are willing to sacrifice their
futures to live like traveling 21st century hippies today. Some
are “Weekend Warriors” that are mundanes during the week
but escape the festering smog bank of summertime Houston
(and beyond) by heading to Todd Mission for the chance to be
somebody else for a couple of days on the weekends.
Whatever your reason, TRF is one of the few places left you
wouldn’t go if you didn’t really want to be here. It’s kind of like
a nude beach. It’s an escape, where you can rebel against
society at large and free your mind and your imagination, while
still being mildly concerned that you will be found out by your
narrow-minded friends and get laughed at. Well, screw what
those petrified brains think. This is RenFaire. And we are not
afraid!
TRF(WTF?) was created this year to provide a means of
communication among those of us that are here because we
want to be. It’s another focal point of community for all of us.
The corporate babble sheet that you get at Checkpoint Charlie
each week is dry enough to spontaneously combust - and less
than half of that official TRF “newsletter” has ever changed in
the last 4 or 5 years. What we need is an efficacious way to
communicate the magic of TRF. Well here it is in your hand.
TRF(WTF?) will be back next year to tell it like it is, with more
useless news, wit, editorializing and just plain nonsense.
Count on it.
In the meantime, you have a homework assignment. The
trfwtf@yahoo.com email box will remain active during the
coming ten month hiatus most of us call reality. We need you
to contribute your experiences at TRF this past year to be
included in the 2009 newsletters. Whether funny, profound or
just stupid, we want to channel the minds that make up TRF.
Please contribute!

